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(No blending together of function of senses)
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Proponent: Here also there is no blending together of the organs in
cognising their repective objects. On the contrary
EACH OF THE ORGANS PERFORMS ITS RESPECTIVE FUNCTION CAUSED RY MUTUAL JNTENTION. THE PURPOSE OF
THE PURUSA IS THE CAFSE (IMPELLOR) AND THE ORGAN
IS NOT .JMPELLED TO ACT BY ANYTHING ELSE.
The organs resort to (or perform) that function which is said
with reference to that particular organ, just as the cognition of word
by ears and the cognition of form by the eye and so no. They attain
that only the sense is that they take resourcs to that only with the intention of cognising the own object. The compound 'mutual
intention' means the intention of each other. Intention means impulse or purpose. The compound 'caused by the mutual intention'
means 'the cause of the resort to which is the mutual intention.' Since
the mutual intention is the cause, it attains the same word just as the
expression as 'curd in association with the zink is the fever'. This is
what is to be stated. When the form of a mango or a pomegranate
fruit is observed by the eye, then after understanding the function of
the eye which has come into contact with the object, the tongue gets
deviated from its natural state and becomes endowed with an intention to take or seize its object. After understanding the function of
the tongue the feet start walking and the hands start grasping. It happens so until the object is not brought under the capacity (or reach)
of the tongue. Tnen, the tongue proceeds to its object.' Similar
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should be said about the other organs.
(Senses do not have understanding)
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Opponent : If it is so (i.e. if the function of one organ is supposed to
be understood by the other), there arises the undesirable contingency of admitting that the organs are endowed with (the
power of) understanding in respect of understanding the function of the other organ. If the function of one organ is understood by other, it becomes, by implication, endowed with the
understanding. If the sense is devoid of understanding, its understanding of mutual intention should not be mentioned.
Moreover, there arises (in this case) the undesirable contingency of admitting the relation of a gate and gate-keeper. If one
sense would aspire for its object after understanding the function of the other it would be the gate-keeper (principal) and
the rest the gates (subordinatej.f Therefore, the understanding
of mutual intention is incompatible in case of the senses.
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Proponent: No, because it is metaphorical. It is already stated by us
in the beginning that the senses are devoid of understanding.
On the contrary, after touching (i.e. coming into contact with)
its respective object which is in contact with the other sense,
the same naturally becomes desirous of its own object, because
the deviation from its natural state is observed in the vicinity of
that. This is stated so after ascribing metaphorically the under-
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standing to that and, hence, this is no fault. Moreover, because
its expression is like the expression of understanding in the
elemental components (of the body) just as with the t~anq,uility
or happiness of the intellect, there becomes the tranquility in
the elemental components (of the body), like face a~d the eye
and they are not possessed of understanding.4 Similar may be
the case here. And they are not possessed of understanding. By
this only, the (argument based upon) the relation of the gatekeeper and the gate is refuted.
(Another interpretation of mutual intention)
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Or, it may be due to the capability oj COlitrolling ill Mind. Or, the
compound 'mutual intention' means the intention about (i.e. related
to) each other, just as the compound 'water- man' means the 'man related to water'. Intention means desire, resolution, i.e. the mind. The
compound 'caused by mutual intention' means that function whose
cause is that (mind). This is what is to be stated: When some senses
starts its function with reference to its object, then after cognising the
whole object through that the mind desiring for the other object related to the former object stands in need of the function of the other
se!1se. Controlled by the Manas having the desire the organ gets distrubed. It is stated so in the other system also: "Whose object the
mind ponders over with the purpose of accomplishing in that very
sense arises eagerness and activity." Thus is explained that each
sense takes recourse to its respective function' caused by mutual intention.

(Mind does not physically operate the senses)
fCfif"'lf~44.t'l<=tflllf~~~"?1~q{l?ql<rl?~Sl

~?

Opponent : Does the mind operate the sense towards the object
through its own function as Chaitra does something with the
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axe etc?
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No, on the contrary, after coming in contact with the mind
which is possessed of the desire for its object the sense by itself goes
to its respective object.
Why?
Because the power of employing (others to activity) is not proved
(ill case of mind). The power of employing the senses (to activity) is
not proved in case of the mind as the power of employing the axe,
etc., is proved in the case of Caitra, etc. Therefore, it is wrong that
mind is the impellor of the senses. If it is argued that it is the Rajas,S
it may be like this. There is the power of employing (or impelling) the
senses to activity is in Rajas.6 Therefore it is wrong to say that on account of the non-establishment
of the power of employing, the mind
is not the impellor of the senses.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because it is common. The Rajas exists in the other senses as
well and, hence, its activity is not obstructed in case of Rajas forming
the senses itself and serving as the cause of the activity. What is, then,
the use of postulation of (impelling by) mind.
Moreover,

there is no possibility of some other organ. Caitra
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employs the axe, etc., through some other organ. There is, however,
no organ of the mind and hence, there is this dissimilarity (in the example). If it is argued that it may be (motivated) like the hands, etc.,
we reply, no, because it (hand) also requires function of Caitra. That
(hand) also while functioning requires the function of Caitra, and
does not function by itself. Moreover, because the act (of the sense)
is observed without that (mind). In the case of one requiring the
activity of the other impellor for its activity, the activity is never observed independently. The activity of the senses (independently) is
there in case of the thundering of the cloud, etc. Therefore, mind is
not the impellor of the senses. When there is no impellor, it is proved
that the cause is the purpose of the puru~a (and) the organ is not
activated by anything else, as is the case with (the activity of) the
orginal constituents.6

KARIKA 31
1.

It suggests that the eye and the tongue act upon the same
object.

2.

The object is the same but there is no blending together of the
activities of the organs. Each of them has a separate function.
The organ the activity of which precedes would be like a gate
and the other organ which is said to understand the activity
would function like a gate-keeper (principal). But such a relation is admitted in case of external and internal organs only and
not amongst the external organs mutually.
The expression of face, etc., are changed in happiness, misery,
etc., even though happiness, etc., are located in Intellect. The
face, etc., being material in nature, cannot understand misery or
happiness of the intellect to reflect them through expression.
Similarly, the organs though insentient, may act in accordance
with the impression in the other organ.
Since rajas is active and motivating and the mind has it as one of
its constituents, the mind may be considered as an impeller or
motivating force.
It suggests that the constituents automatically act and purpose
of the conscious entity is served with the activities of the constituents.

3.

4.

5.

6.

KARIKA 32
(Number of organs is thirteen)
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Opponent : On account of the difference of opinion amongst the
authorities regarding the organs, its decision should be made.
There is the controversy amongst the authorities about the organs. According to the followers of Var~aga!lya they are of
eleven kinds; according to the followers of the Tantra.' Pancadhikarana etc., they are of ten kinds; according to Patafijali they
are of twelve kinds. Therefore, it should be stated as to how
many kinds of the organs are intended by you.
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THE ORGANS ARE OF THIRTEEN KIND AND PERFORM THE
ACT OF SEIZING, RETAINING AND ILLUMINATING

The five organs of action, five organs of sense, mind, egoism
and the intellect-all these form the organs for conscious entity.
Why?
Because if they are not useful to conscious entity's purpose,
there would arise the undesirable contingency of impossibility of
their being distinct category. If it is accepted as hold the followers of
Var~aga!lya-the intellect 'which is the only internal organ is not cog-
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nisible in the form of the effect and cause or in the form of the
specific or the non-specific, it may be such a distinct category (if
any). That (kind of distinct entity) would not exist because it will not
serve any purpose.
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Opponent: It is true, inspite of being the form of merely the unequillibrium of the constituents also it would be a distinct category.
How?
Since the unequillibrium bears the other name than the equillibrium.
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Proponent: This is also wrong.
How?
Because it would lead to the undesirable contingency with
regard to the (number) of categories. If this is postulated so, the intermediate state between the cosmic matter and the intellect as also
the other elements, which is not possessed of activity since it is of the
nature of activity itself, will bear some other name and, thus, there
would arise the undesirable contingency of the infinite regress
regarding the distinct categories. If it is admitted so, there would be
the contradiction with the time of activity in the intellect as well as
the other categories. Therefore, either there would be the impossibility of distinct category or the infinite regress with reference to
the categories. It should be accepted as a midway alternative that orgarns are of thirteen kinds. In that case the view established by us
only seems to be faultless. Therefore, it is justified that the organs are
of thirteen kinds.
(Activity of the organs)
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. Opponent : The mention of organ implies its relation between the
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activity and the agent.
How?
Because due to that (relation) it is an organ. There, it should be
stated as to what is the activity here; and what is the object accomplished from the standpoint of which there is the instrumentality
in the case of intellect etc.
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As to the statement what is that act, we say - here, that (organ)
is intended to be the accomplisher of that (act) but not like a stick
etc.2 On the contrary, they accomplish the function of seizing, retaining and illuminating. Out of these, the organs of actions perform the
act of seizing, because they are capable of procuring the objects. The
organs of sense perform the act of retaining because after coming in
contact with the object the function of ear, etc., attain the form of
that. The internal organs perform the act of illuminating because of
their capability of determining.
(Another mode of assigning seizing, retaining and illuminating)
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The other explain as - the organs of action perform the act of
seizing, the mind and the egoism perform the act of retaining and the
organs of sense and the intellect perform the act of illuminating.
With this intention is stated the instrumentality of the organs .
.(Objects of the organs)
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As regards the statement as to what is the object accomplished,
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we say that :
AND THE OBJECTS ACCOMPLISHED

ARE OF TEN KINDS.

The ten kinds consist of five specific and five non-specific objects.3 Therefore, these also are called the accomplished objects: to
be seized, retained and illumined.

They are to be seized, retained and illumined. They are, therefore, called the accomplished objects, and not because they are
produced (by the sensesj,"

KARIKA 32
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tantra may refer either to the philosophical school of Samkhya
or the ~a~!itantra, a work of some unknown author.
They are not the means of producing something like a stick but
the action performed by them is of a different kind.
The specific and non-specific objects signify the gross elements
and the subtle elements respectively.
The karana may be used to produce something or to operate on
somthing already accomplished. The function of the organs is of
the latter type.

-

-

KARIKA 33
(Internal organs)
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Opponent : In this group of thirteen organs what are these thirteen.
organs?
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(These include) inteilect, egoism and the mind. Therefore,

THE INTERNAL ORGANS ARE OF THREE KINDS.
How?
Because they do not come in contact with the object (directly).
And, because they observe the object through the channel of ear,
etc.'
.
If it is argued since the mention is without some specification it
becomes wrong to understand intellect etc., (here)? It may be like this.
It is stated by the authority without some specification that the internal organs are three. Then, how is it known that here the mention of
intellect, egoism and mind is intended and not of others? No,
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because there is no possibility of the reason for transgressing the number stated first. There is no ground for correct understanding in case
of the one who transgresses the number of intellect, etc., and therefore, it is the mention of them only as is the case with the idea that he
kills the ditaka bird for the spring season.

If it is argued that it is wrong because it involves the undesirable contingency of applying the nature of internal organ to the
ear? It may be like this. After stating intellect and egoism, the author
has stated that the organs of knowledge are those called ear, skin,
eye, tongue and nose (lQr. 26). Therefore, it involves the undesirable
contingency that the ear is an internal organ?
This' is also wrong.
How?

Because the mind is slated separately. From this viewpoint the
nature of the internal organ in the mind is distinctly stated by the
authority that is said to be the sense of both kinds (external and internal); the internal organ has the object of three periods of time as
their object etc. Therefore, it is right (to say) that the internal organs
are of three kinds - intellect and the other.
(External organs)
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THE EXTERNAL

(ARE) OF TEN KINDS

The five organs of knowledge and the five organs of action
(together) are said to be ten kinds of external (organs).
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: There
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kinds because it is known through remainder.
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When it is stated

that the internal organs are of three kinds, it becomes
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that the external are of ten kinds. There-

fore, the mention of that is useless.
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Proponent: No, because it is for the (statement) of the object. Therefore, said to be the objects of the three ; 'this I shall state' thus
the authority starts. If the (mention) is not made, it is not
known as to what is said to be the object of the three.
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Opponent : This is also accomplished through the mention of the
word object, and the mention of the term external serves no
purpose.
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Proponent : It should necessarily be stated for the understanding of
their being of the nature of object. Then, understanding it as
the remainder or stating it as it is done involves no difference.
Or, it is not stated for the understanding of the designation of
external with reference to it. On the contrary, it is for restriction (or specification)?
How?
So that the ten kinds of external (organs) which have become
knowledge (modified into the form) of object like word may be
called the object of these and so that the internal (vital airs) in the
form of vital air etc., should not be so. Or, (the statement should be
understood as) the external are of ten kinds only. The sense is that
external are the object causing differentiation (to be differentlY cognies). There is, however, nodifferentiation in the vital air, etc. Thus
there is no fault.
(External organs are objects of internal organs)
~
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9>~t:jI4tq{j~<rd I
(f:f ~1<lrc::~rsttlH ~

I1lst"4lq~«I<qll~

~ I1lst"4lqllllHt SlIQjq;lft I

THAT IS SAID TO BE THE OBJECT OF THE THREE
The functions of the organs of sense and the organs of action
which have taken (the form of) the object and becoming the cause of
apprehension or assuming the form of the object through their contact (with the object and the internal organs) get the (name 'object'
of the internal organs).5 Similarly, the mind and the egoism also (become the object) of intellect. However, intellect which does not require any other organ on account of its being of the form of
determination submits to the conscious entity all the objects superimposed on it in the form of determination towards activity.
They attain the object because their function attains the form
of the objects in the contact of the object, and with the cessation of
that (contact) their attaining the form of that also comes to an end.
(The external organs act at present only while
the internal at the three points of time)
ftl4h1cfMi~I
aql'drC!t:j~rOS::4<{r'd~r~~

f;jq)I(WIql~~

11<1q;I<{jfCfil<lt.ll'lr~rlOl'dflirust('q4q~lI([

II ~~ II

THE EXTERNAL ORGANS ACT AT PRESENT TIME ONLy.6
Due to having the knowledge in the form of memory which is
caused by the impression of form brought about by the contact of the
function of the senses which has brought (or attained the form of the
object): THE INTER..~AL ORGANS (ACT) AT ALL THE THREE POINTS
OF TIME.

KARIKA 33
1.

This i~.the reason as to why they are called internal.

2.

If the three are understood to be the first three in the order of
enumeration, ear may be wrongly understood as the internal
organ because the author discusses the intellect in the 23rd
karika, egoism in the 24th and 25th and proceeds to enumerates
the sense-organs in the 26th karika as ear, skin, eye, tongue and
nose. If the first three of all these are understood as internal organs, the enumeration would cover intellect, egoism and the
ear. Thus, ear would undesirably fall under the internal organs.
I.e., the restriction to the external organs excludes the vital airs,
as it is discussed further.
The external organs are differently cognised, while the vital airs
are not cognised so.
Here, it should be observed that the statement refers primarily
to the sense-organs and secondarily to the organs of action
which help the sense-organs in bringing the object within their
reach.

3.
4.
5.

6.

It is because they act only after coming in contact with the
object.

KARIKA 34
(Objects of organs of sense)
~,

SlICft§GGlfC::9)
m;jI~"I~I~"'H~I~

51fdq*l&:l~~f~?:lIOli fClq?:lfcliltfi~?
ol~fClilqdarotY;f I ~~Cfi~';P'li~~

<J:fuft~q:(j~oTIij)&{ I ~

fci; (f~

3T~~cwhro~~~q~olfj:jfd ?

Opponent: It is stated in general earlier that the function of the ear,
etc., with reference to the sound, etc., is the mere apprehension' In that context should it be understood as it is, or as the
object of the senses is the particular object only? And, it is also
stated that the object (operated) is also of ten kinds : specific
as well as non-specific. Then which object is cognised by which
organ?

~i3>GIDf..s;:4IfOl ~
~

I

<nR ~;[If~?:llfbl W ~OTf.;fcriMTs~<nR ~f~?:llfbl <rrR ~r.ff(qiqif'1tl"I~fClilqHrq
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~
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-srrTJq ~

I~ ~

(ftffi[ qR1d(i:ll({, I

Proponent: OF THESE, FIVE ARE THE SENSORY ORGANS;
THESE HAVE THE SPECIFIC AND NON-SPECIFIC
THINGS AS THEIR OBJECTS.
Out of-those organs mentioned above the five sensory organs
have specific as well as non-specific things as their objects, due to the
differentiation of the cogniser.2 The senses of the gods are pure due
to the dominance of Sattva in them (and as such) cognise the nonspecific also even earlier to cognising the specific, and the senses of
the yogins having cognised specific objects cognise non-specific too.
The senses of the '.:.oeingslike us cognise pecific objects only since
they are covered (or dominated) by Tamas.
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(Objects of organs of action)
~,~

q;iff~~lcllqfi:1 ~~

lWlT~

'T1ffif?

Opponent: Is there the difference of operation due to the difference
of the cogniser in the case of the organs of action also.
1 ~<fffi {lCf~I~q

~

cnnrcrnr

~1<fu~~1I

qlf1If~~flI· qr<.qf~
~

qc::"1Sl~i'I~ dl~lf<1-3&.\~ciuiqc::ql(BHI.'1~q;!104!('T1

fqq;l<lqlc::4 {lciS;lfbHlqfclF~Ie!1{ 1

Proponent: No, on the contrary, of all :
SPEECij

HAS SOUND AS ITS OBJECT

The attainment of the modification by the sound in the form of
letters, word, sentence, verse and book in the parts of body striking
the air, like palate, etc., is the function of the organs of speech, common to all.
~,

q;iff~~lfbl q;~?

3l~

How are the rest of the organs of action?

~~qlo~f4 QlJfuq~lfOl II ~~ II
qlfUlqlc::qlll~

3lKRfq~{un(fljlf+<(1e.fUT:

"Clilff'T: ~1"G~lHh{l-

(i\q j 1"'-1{lIjC::1
~(i\q 11<fl"fcl1ici;Jlf<l 1

Proponent: THE REST ALSO HAVE THE FIVE OBJECTS AS
THEIR OBJECTS.
The hand, feet, anus and the generative organ affect the form
which is the combination of word, touch, taste, form and handling,
walking, excretion and gratification.
(The acts of organs of action are not restricted)
~,

~

~Sjqqf'dSltijl"$fu

q~Fqq~IU~('HSfqi'l~luflf<l f.l<fmS'1qjIRl1

M<tQ;{t1!tqlC::HI-

1

Opponent : If the rule that their objects are commonly five objects
only is admitted, there wiJl arise the undesirable contingency of
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the impossibility of the act of handling etc., in the organs individually.
~";f,
~m~
fq;~w;fl~;H;)f~<Nm~f~

I fGlfqll4f0l441~41f~4C1(q)iff~4101l'1N11T
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~g; 'Clg;f{'llfqIl410flf<1
I

Proponent: No, because it is for the purpose of negating such a rule.
The restriction to the own object may not be understood in the
case of the organs of action, as it is found in the case of the organs of sense-hence, the present discussion commences to
negate the restriction. For that purpose only the authority has
uttered the word 'also'. It also indicates possibility, viz., it has
these five objects meaning that it has four or three (also) like
the previous one.
(The objects in operation are not non-existent or unreal)
am,q;I!.l~<1~CI'IUi~
fq~lllfq~llfqIl410flf~41f1J1,";f~''H{lf'1l41f1J1
~?

Opponent : How is it known tha'
, senses have the specific and
non-specific object, and they are not having non-existent objects as their objects?
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Proponent: Because the non-existence of the specific objects is 1I0t established. The specific objects are directly cognised. Therefore,
it is impossible to recognise (or establish) their non-existence.
It may also be argued that it is still to be proved that it is the
true perceptive knowledge only without some fault (in it), it may be
apparent perception like the knowledge in mirage, etc., which also
have the external object and appears like perceptive knowledge.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because the alternative (of real and unreal) would not be impossible. Everything should be (in that case) admitted to be non-existent

(i.e., without essence); because there in no perception of anything as
real from the viewpoint of which the other may be the apparent perception. The alternative is, however, already discussed. Therefore, it
is wrong that this (object) is merely of the form of knowledge.
Moreover, because there would arise the undesirable contingency of
opposite (or contradictory) knowledge always. In case of the one
who believes in the non-existence of the existents through (on the
analogy of) the non-existent objects like mirage and dream, there
arises the undesirable contingency of opposite (or perverted)
knowledge always like.that of the non-existent objects. For example,
in the case of city of the gandharvas, etc., one perceives the same
objects sometimes as a cow, sometimes as an elephant and some-
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times as a flag. The perception, in the dream, of cow, man, horse,
donkey, river and tree, etc., in a single form is observed to take place
in the opposite way in the memory of that afterwards. for example, in
case of the entrance of a group of elephants through window4 •.••. the
joining of the broken parts of the body, going through the sky and the
attainment of the kingdom by the incapable person without cause,
etc. That would be the case elsewhere also. This is, however not so..
Therefore, it is wrong that the objects are non-existent like the
mirage and dream. And there would not have been the action with
some purpose. As the futility of the acts in case of persons who have
bathed, applied ointment, eaten, drunk and covered themselves with
clothes in dream, similar would be the case here. If it is argued that it
would be like the discharge of semen? It may be like this. Just as the
discharge of the semen caused by coming together of the couple,
takes place without that in the dream, the same may be the case elsewhere as well. That is wrong, because it (discharge of semen) is
caused by attachment, etc. Similarly that takes place ever without
coming together of the couple in case of waking persons also. That is
why that is not caused by mutual process. If it is like a ghost? It may
be like this. The contention of mine may be right. As there is the purposeful activity of the ghosts with the river of the purbulent water,
etc., which are non-existent in nature, and also their being with the
skull of a man, similar may be the case here. That is also wrong because it is not established. It is not established that those (objects)
are non-existent.I Moreover, because the non-perceptible is
obstructed with the perceptible. Here, the perception is more powerful, and hence, the negation of the non-perceived is possible through
that. In your case, however, the perception is negated through nonperception. Therefore, it is wrong to say that there is purposeful activity of the non-existent like that of the human-skull, etc. If it is
argued that their non-existence is due to the difference of nature
(from the existent worldly objects)? It may be like this. If the human
skulls would really exist, their association with the misery would also
be there because they are not different from those possessed of form.
There is, however, no obstruction in them. Therefore, this is also
wrong.
Why?
Because of the difference of the power of the acts. The world
casued by actions is directly perceived to be differentiated due to the
difference in power of speech, knowledge, nature and character (lit.
acts of eating and going). It is impossible to see it thoroughly, be-
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cause of its depth. How will then the intellect of the people like us
thoroughly know the different objects of the world caused by
variegated fruits of acts, which is not directly perceived, and which is
beyond the approach of logic. Therefore, it is merely a wishful thinking. Moreover, there would be impossibility of virtuous and vicioius
deeds. As there is no result of the killing of a Brahmin, drinking wine
and cohabitting and prohibitted lady, etc., in the dream, same would
be the case elsewhere also because non-existence of the objects is
common in both the cases. If it is argued that the difference is
caused by the assault of sloth (in the dream), the reply is, no, because
it is common. When the non-existence in common it is only a wishful
thinking as to the assault is effective at some places and not at the
others. If it is so, earth, etc., are non-existent. If these are non-existent, it is rightly stated that out of these organs five arc the sensory
organs, these have the specific and non-specific things as their objects.
Here ends the seventh discourse in the Yuktidipikii.

KARIKA 34
1.

The sense is that the objects of the sense-organs are not
specified. Now, the question naturally arises whether all the
senses act upon all the objects or there is some specification.

2.

The term vise~a stands for gross objects while avisesa denotes
subtle elements. The former are cognised by the ordinary wordly people while the latter are cognised by the gods and yogins.
This is explained in the subsequent lines.
It is not that the senses about in tamas, but the text means that
the senses of human beings have got more tamas than those of

3.

gods,

4.
5.

Here some portion of the text is missing.
It proves the belief of the Siiffikhyas in super natural objects,
ghosts, ect.

KARIKA 35
(Relation of warder and gates between the
internal and external organs)
~~:

I ~~

Cfi{UfU{1{,

3RT~mmr

Now we shall speak of the relation of warder and the gate in
them. Here, the external organ is the gate and the internal organ, a
warder.
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Opponent : It is wrong because of their commonness as the organs.
The nature of being organ is in case of both the internal organ
and the other senses. Then, what is the reason here that the internal organ is the warder and the (external) senses are the
gates?
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Proponent
SINCE THE INTELLECT ALONG WITH THE
(OTHER) INTERNAL ORGANS ASCERTAINS (LIT. EXTENDS OVER) ALL THE OBJECTS, THEREFORE, THE
THREE KINDS OF (INTERNAL) ORGANS ARE THE
WARDERS AND THE REST ARE THE GATES.
The expression 'the intellect along with the internal organs'
means intellect which is in association with the (other) internal organs. The meaning is 'the intellect along with the egoism and the
. mind. tHere, the mention of intellect is made through the mention of
the internal organs yet the mention of the intellect again is to suggest
its superiority. There is (found) the separate mention of the superior
(even though it is) included in the common objects. For example, in
the statement as 'Vyasa with the (other) great seers went to the
forest', Vyasa who is also included in the mention of the great seers is
mentioned separately on account of his superiority. Similarly, is (the
expression that) 'intellect along with the (other) internal organs ascertains (i.e. extends over) all the objects'. The meaning is that it
makes objects of its activity the word, etc., which are qualified or
non-qualified, through the force of means of knowledge? What is
meant is this. The warder is that the objects of which are not fixed,
and those whose objects are fixed are gates. As in case of a palace
there is fixation of directions of its gates towards east, north, south or
west. The same may be considered sometimes to east, north, south or
west, as is the case with the other gates. There are activities through
the doors situated, in all directions without restricting any. Similarly,
here also the ear, etc., are restricted to their own objects. The intellect along with the internal organs, however, ascertains (or extends
over) all the objects and, hence, since their objects are not fixed, it is
right that the three (internal ) organs are the warder and the others
are the gates.

KARIKA

35

1.

It suggests that the intellect decides the nature of the objects
with the help of the egoism and mind.

2.

The objects situated near are known through perception; those
situated at a distance and beyond the sense-object contact are
known through inference and those which are beyond the reach
of them can be know through verbal testimony.

KARIKA 36
(Mind and egoism submit the objects to intellect)
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THESE (THE CONCERNED EXTERNAL ORGAN, MANAS AND
THE
EGOISM)
MUTUALLY DIFFERENT,
(DISTINCT)
MODIFICATIONS OF THE THREE CONSTITUENTS, AND
RESEMBLING A LAMP (IN RESPECT OF THEIR FUNCTIONS)
ILWMINING
THE ENTIRE PURPOSE OF THE PURUSA
PRESENT IT TO THE INTELLECT.
.
Thro~ the expression 'these' the author relates the three-one
of the ear, ltc., mind and egoism. Through the statement of the
resemblance to the lamp the author speaks of the similarity of illuminating resting in the phase of the senses. As the lamp is the illuminator so is an organ because with the function of that (organ) the
production of the object is impossible. Through the expression
'mutually distinct' the author draws here respective distinct function
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of an organ mentioned above. Through that (separate function) only
is inferred their distinction on account of the distinction of (mere)
grasping, pondering over and I-notion. Through the expression
modification of the constituents, the author suggests that they Jthe
constituents) modify in their (present) form with the purpose of fulfilling (or with a view to) the purpose of the conscious entity. The
meaning is that after illuminating, i.e., after making as for as possible
an object of knowledge through the respective specifice and nonspecific acts
in the form of 'to be grasped' to be retained, 'to be
illumined' the entire purpose of the conscious entity they submit it to
the intellect i.e., put (the form) on the intellect. When anyone of
the (external) organs like ear proceeds to the objects like word, the
mind as well as egoism experiencing the object through the former
(i.e., operation of the senses) put its form upon the intellect i.e.,
make it the object of intellect. Sometimes the intellect ascertains the
objects through the external object, pondering (i.e. desiring) and the
relation to J-notion; sometimes it ascertains through pondering over
(desiring and I-notion), while sometimes (it ascertains) the pondering (desiring) and the I-notion. The meaning always in the scripture
is that the intellect ascertains the object presented to it by any of the
organs,. The power of consciousness is favoured by that intellect after
the latter has attained the form of ascertainment.i There is no
(direct) relation of any other organ with the conscious entity. And
through this theory on account of the multiplicity of the gate-keepers
there does not arise the undesirable contingency of. involvement of
oefectsjIike the rise of particular knowledge independently (conscious
entity), blending together of knowledge at a time and admitting the
agency in the complex of internal organs and conscious entity.
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The act of attaining the form of the object in the case of the
conscious entity is apparent or attributed and not real.
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(Mind and egoism come in contact of the conscious entity indirectly)
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What is the reason that even though the nature of being warder
is common (to egoism and mind), yet they put the form of the object
upon the intellect only and there is no direct relation (of them) with
the conscious entity?
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BECAUSE THE INTELLECT ACCOMPLISHES THE EXPERIENCE OF THE CONSCIOUS ENTIlY IN RESPECT OF
ALL THE (OBJECTS).
The egoism and mind are not of the form of ascertainment because they are of the nature of pondering (desiring) and l-notion
only. The relation of the conscious entity with the function of the organs ,the object of which is not fixed would serve no purpose.' Or,
there would be the activity in conscious entity if it ascertains the objects by itself.2 Then, on account of its being the cause for the mixed
ascertainment
(the ascertainmenr of the complex object) it would
also be of a mixed (comlex) form (nature).3 To all this the reply is already given that the intellect is of the form of ascertainment. Therefore, the object which follows the function of the transformation (of
the organs) is made known to the conscious entity merely through
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proxmuty and thus it does not tend to disturb (obstruct) its
neutrality, nor does it cling to purposelessness. Thus is explained 'because the intellect accomplishes the experience of conscious entity
with respect to all the objects'.
(Intellect discriminates

am. ~

between cosmic matter and conscious entity)
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Opponent:

In this way also only the object like word which is under-

taken for discussion, is completely known by intellect. There is,
however, another object in the form of the distinction

between

the cosmis matter and the conscious entity. It is stated also-'the
beginning of the experience
and culmination
the conscious

is the knowledge of the word, etc.,

(of it) is the knowledge of the constituents
entity. Therefore,

and

some other organ should be

men.tioned for the knowledge of that (discriminative

knowledge

of conscious entity and the constituents).
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Proponent:

No, it should not be mentioned.

What is the reason here?
Because:
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THAT (INTELLECT) ONLY DISCRIMINATES
FERENCE
BE1WEEN COSMIC MATTER
ENTIlY

Yuktidijiika

THE SUBTLE DIFAND CONSCIOUS

Since when the Tamas becomes intense and when virtue, etc.,
the qualities of Sattva, etc., are overpowered, the intellect itself after
ascertaining
the constituents
(modifications
of the constituents)
which are actually the causes and effects, dependents, requiring assistance, assisting others, non-sentient
and having the nature of
mutual association, as the soul offers the (idea) to the conscious entity. The conscious entity also having past impression of the practice
of perverted knowledge and confming himself to the knowledge of
(given by) intellect understands in that way only because the object is
presented
to him.4 When there is the gradual elevation of the
qualities of the Sattva and the form of Tamas is removed through the
repeated practice of virtue,etc., the function (of the intellect) becomes devoid of perverted knowledge. The intellect comes to have
the pure right ascertaiment that (soul) is not the modification of the
cosmic matter, is independent, requiring no favour or assistance, not
assisting any other, sentient and having no nature of association;
and the constituents are opposed to that in nature.5 Since-the conscious entity is that to whom the- function is presented by other (i.e.
intellect), it knows it in this form only. The distinction between the
conscious entity and constituents is subtle, deep and difficult to understand even though there lies the above difference because both
the types of knowledge related to the conscious entity's identity to or
difference from the constituents is of the nature of ascertainment.6
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1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

If the conscious entity is supposed to come in contact with the
senses directly, it would not get the form of the object in an ascertained form. Consequently, no one would have determined
knowledge.
If the conscious entity is accepted to be a determining principle,
it would be active and consequently non-eternal.
It would appear in the form of the object the form of which is
attained by it. Consequently, it would be of many forms and
whatever gets many forms is non-eternal. .
This happens in the process of bondage.
It proves that the discriminative knowledge is located in the intellect, and is presented to the conscious entity.
Some portion of the text is missing at the end.
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(Phase of the objects)
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The subject of the organs is explained. Now, the subject of the
effects should be stated.' That is mentioned by name earlier as the
effects are ten- including the five specific (objects). Now we shall
discuss them.
.
(Subtle elements are called non-specific)
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Opponent : If it is so, it should be stated as to what are the specific
and what are non-specific.
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Proponent: THE SUBTLE ELEMENTS ARE NON-SPECIFIC.
The subtle elements are the same which are spoken earlier as
those originating from the egoism? They are indeed the non-specific.
What are those called subtle elements ?
To this the reply is-they are the subtle elements of sound,
touch, form, taste and smell.
Cfil!f 9>'1fdriOlISlloftf(l
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Opponent: Why are these the subtle elements?
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Because there is 110 possibility of the further particularities of the
same class. Though there is no difference with reference to the genus
in the case of many words, yet there (in the subtle elements) are no
further particularities like high pitch, low pitch and circumplexed
(which are found in gross words). Therefore, that is the subtle element of word. Similarly, (there is no) softness and hardness in the
subtle elementof touch. Similarly, (there is no) whiteness, blackness,
etc., in the subtle element of form. Similarly, (there are no) sweetness
and sourness in the subtle element of taste. Similarly, (there are no}
good smell, etc., in the subtle element of smell. There is only the
generality of that quality and not the particularity (of it) and thus
there is no further particularity in the subtle elements.
(Gross elements are called specific and evolve from subtle elements)
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Opponent: What are the specific (objects) then?
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Those which are:
FROM THESE FIVE THE fIVE GROSS ELEMENTS

Proceed:
These (latter) are said to be specific.
There, the space proceeds from the subtle element of word; the
air from the subtle element of touch; the fire from the subtle element
of form; water from the subtle element of taste; and earth from the
subtle element of smell. Inspire orthe statement of that 'from those
proceed the gross elements the mention' 'five from the five' is for the
purpose of suggesting their production from the, same number of object.4 Therefrom is established the production of one gross element
from one (a single) subtle. Therefore, the following view of the other
seers that the succeeding specific (objects) proceed from the mutual
combination of the subtle elements which are having single quality
each, is negated. On the contrary, even without the combinatiori of
the subtle elements from the succeeding elements (subtle) is the
origination of the succeeding specific element. The space having one
quality proceeds from the subtle element of word, which has a single
quality of word. The air having two qualities proceed from the subtle
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dement of touch which has the qualities of word and touch. The fire
having three qualities proceed from the subtle element of colour
which has the qualities of word, touch and colour. The water having
four qualities proceeds from the subtle element of taste which has
the qualities of word, touch; colour and taste. The earth having five
qualities proceeds from the subtle element of smell which has the
qualities of word, touch, colour, taste and smell.s Here the touch of
air and water is cold, hot is the touch of fire, and of the. earth the
touch is neither hot nor cold. The colour also is white and bright in
case of the fire and water and black in the case of the earth. The taste
is sweet in case of the water and general in the earth. The smell
belongs to earth only and is observed in the other elements due to
the combination of the part of that (earth) in them.6 These are the
qualities of the earth, etc. The other qualities (than these) are for
mutual favour.
What are those others? To this the reply is :
Form, heaviness, roughness, covering, firmness, stability,
partition, resistance, black shade are enjoyed by all, these are the
qualities of the earth. Others are (not) endowed with them. Now you
know the qualities which pervade. water, fire, air and sky. Lubricity,
fineness, splendour, brightness, softness, heaviness, coldness, protection, purification and continuous flow are the qualities of water. The
light shoots upwards, is purifier, burner, cooker, light (as opposed to
heavy), bright, destroyer and shining. It is, thus, different from
others. The peculiar qualities of the air are transverse movement,
purification, removing or throwing away, impelling, inspiring, roughness, going near, coldness. The qualities of the sky which are opposite to the qualities stated above should be known as the approach
everywhere, non-obstruction and fixity.The collective effects of these
are the general objects, cow etc. There is no doubt in it that they
originate from the specific objects (having the qualities of each
other)?
(Mutualfavour in gross elements through qualities)
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Through the qualities like shade found in the earth, etc., a
favour is rendered to whole (material) world and the substances.
Due to form there is the accomplishment of the shape in .the pot,
cow, etc. and their sustenance (present at one place) is due to their
heaviness. Through roughness is the collection of water and the dis. tinctness in the objects. Through the quality of covering there is the
covering of undesirable (things). Through firmness is the existence of
the public as also of the other beings. Through stability is the favour
for quantity, and gathering together, etc. Through partition is the
origination of pot, etc., and also the joining of the parts. Through
resistance is the capability for enjoyment.8 Through the black shade
is the accomplishment of the night as also the common awareness of
the effects of shade. Since it is enjoyable to all, it renders favour to all
the beings. In this way by lubricity, etc., also there is rendered service to the world and also to all the beings. Through lubricity is the
accomplishment of the form, prevention from the air, extinguish of
the fire, and putting together as the earth (i.e. earthly things). Due to
its being subtle is its entrance (in other object). Due to its brightness
is the production of the Moon, etc., (form it).9 Through softness is
accomplished the act of bathing and diving as also the bowing of the
hard things. There is a flow (in the water) for the favour to the
beings through its heaviness and continuous flow. Through coldness
(in water) is the prevention from heat. Through its purity is the ac"
cumulation of the virtues, the procedure of purifying and the .
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destruction of the unseen.i" Through the continuous flow is the collecting together of the substances. Similarly, through the qualities
like going upward, etc., the fire renders favour to the world as also
the beings.1 Through the (tendency of) going upward is the accomplishment of cooking and giving light. Through its purity is
rendered the purity of the substances. Through' the burning is the
production of acid as also the prevention from cold, and also the
heat in the sky for the purpose of the production of the word there.
Through its having the power of cooking there is perspiration of
what is to be treated by suborific means, the digestion of food, the
capability of activity in the parts of the earth and the modificationouter and inner. Due to lightness the acid, blood, flesh, arteries,
bones and semen virile transcending the things liable to be burnt.
Through its brightness is the illumination of the other objects. Due to
its being a destroyer is the enjoyment of burnt and cooked. Through
light is the preservation of the people. Similarly, through the qualities
like transverse movement, etc., is the favour rendered to the world as
also to the beings by the air. Through transverse movement is the
casting of galance and the carrying of the odour. Through its purity
is the purification of the pure substances. Through removing and impelling is the going up and the spread of the heat and the water as
also the collection of fluid and the (solid) ingredient in the body, so
are the blowing of the fire and striking in the sky. Through the inspiring is the assimilation of everything. Through roughness is drying of
the objects. Through its covering is the accomplishment of day and
night. Through coldness is the prevention from the heat. Through the
quality of all-pervasiveness, etc., is rendered by the sky the favour to
the world as also to the beings. Through the all-pervasiveness there is
the hearing of the same sound from all directions in case of those the
ears of whom are situated at the same place. Through non-obstruction and fixity is the allotment of the space for all. Thus, are stated
the (gross elements like) earth, etc. These are called specific.
(Cause of terming gross elements specific)
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Because:
(THEY ARE) CALM TERBULENT

AND DELUDING

They are calm because there is the origination of the qualities
like calmness in the vicinity of them due to the particular impression
of ones own.lO They are turbulent because they are the causes of the
qualities like remainder (?). They are deluding because of their being
the cause of the quality of covering, etc. The subtle elements, however, are not calm, turbulent and deluding and, hence, are called
non-specific.
The above mentioned specific and non-specific
as
explained earlier are present variously for the accomplishment
of
purpose of conscious entity.
.
Why?
Because the purpose of the conscious entity is not accomplished
if they are placed in a homogeneous form.

KARIKA 38
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

The 'subject of effect' here refers to the objects of the senses,
which are stated to be ten in karika 32.
Cf. karika' 22.
Thus etymologically avisesa means having no inter differentiations.
I.e. the one gross element from one subtle element, first from
the first and so on.
The view of the Yuktidlpikii about the nature of the subtle elements is worth noting. Here, the succeeding subtle element is
said to possess the qualities of the preceding subtle element.
For example, if there is some smell in water or air, it should not
be understood as their inherent quality, but belongs to the part
of earth mixed in them. .

The qualities of cause are found in the effect also. In the objects
like cow all these qualities are available because they are composed of all these elements. These mutually favour each other
and are not contradictory because they are found together.
8. According to the Sarhkhya philosophy every object is composed
of three constituents. Rajas is always active and stimulating and,
hence, always brings the change in the objects. If the resistence
to this change is not by tamas, no object would subsist even for a
short time and it would not be enjoyed.
9. Since the moon gives pleasant cool touch, and is bright, it is inferred to be abounding in water as its components.
10. Since water is purifying, the water at the sacred places purifies
the beings which again leads to virtue and destroys sins.

KARIKA 39
(States of specific objects)
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Opponent: It is stated in a very general form and, hence, we do not
understand it. Therefore, it should be stated as to what is the
condition of the specifics.
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Proponent
: THE SPECIFIC IS THREEFOLD - SUBTLE
(BODY), THOSE BORN OF PARENTS, ALONGWITH
THOSE OF THE OTHER BEINGS.
Out of these subtle are eight praJ;laslocated in the substratum
of the physical activities which transmigrate (to some other bodyj.'
Those born of the parents are of two kinds: those originating from
the womb or those originating from the egg.
There are the sheaths of them put in other sheaths -hair,
blood, flesh, bones, arteries and semen virile. Out of these the
origination of hair, blood and flesh is from the mother, and that of
the bones, arteries and semen virile from the father. Some others
speak of eight sheaths on account of superimposing the (nature of
sheaths) on what is eaten and drunk.
(The specific work as sheaths)
q;~~"tft~?

Opponent: How are these known as sheaths?
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Proponent: Because of their capability of covering. Just as a ,silkworm does not remain independent when covered by the cover,
similarly, the subtle body alongwith the pranas when covered
by them becomes dependent and accumulates the acts (i.e. impressions of what he does).2
(Kinds of living beings)
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Those which germinate as a plant and those which are
generated by sweating (heat and moisture) belong to other beings.
From the three kinds of above specific, there proceeds the creation
of three kinds of beings in the form of gods, human beings and the
animal (and insects). The body of the gods is of four kinds-due to the
favour of the cosmic matter just as that of Brahma, visnu and Siva;
produced through attainment (of supernatural power) just as that of
the sons of Brahma and of 'their sons; that produced from the
parents (both the father and mother) just as that of the sons of Aditi
and Kashyapa; that produced from father only just as that of Va~i~!ha
from Mitra and Varupa, The body of the human beings are born of
womb. In case of some, however, it is otherwise (i.e. without womb)
also on account of the particularity of the power of virtue; just as that
of Drona, Krpa, Krpi, Dhrstadyumna, etc. The body of the animal
(and insects) also is of four kinds:
The body of cow, etc., is said to be generated from womb, that
of the birds as generated from the egg; that of the grass etc., as
generated by sprouting and that of the small creatures from sweating
(heat or moisture).3
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Thus, are explained the specifics of three kinds.
(Perishable and imperishable specific)
~ 4>fil f~ l@: 4>Rlc;f,:P,H1I~-

4> lfm' f.:rm :,4>en sW«rr: ?

Opponent : Out of them some are said to be constant and some
perishable. What are the constant, and what are perishable?
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Proponent: OUT OF THESE THE SUBTLE ARE CONSTANT
AND THOSE BORN OF THE PARENTS ARE PERISHABLE.
The subtle are constant from the creation to the dissolution of
the universe (while) those born of parents perish. The expression is
taken together with belonging to other beings. Some intend to include the mention of external specifics only through the mention of
prabhilta. In their view, there remains no mention of those germinating as sprout and those born from sweating. Therefore correct interpretation both ways would be the other two :(generated sprouting
and sweathing) beings.
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The subtle should be explained because they are not well
known. Those born from parents and the two (generated by sprouting and sweathingj/other kinds of beings are well-known and, hence,
their inclusion is right. The subtle, however, are not well known:
Then, it should be spoken of as to how is their origination or existence.
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Proponent: In the initial creation of (prior to creation) the son or
otherwise (daugter) were born from the living being from the
cosmic matter in accordance with their will through the mind
without coming together of the couple becausethe qualities of
Sattva were dominant in them. The practice is found even at
present-the female tortoise conceives the egg only by reflecting upon, it indeed considers itself satisfied only at seeing its
lover..When that power was destroyed, there became the accomplishment through speech. The living beings get whatever
is desired after speaking together. This is also found even now.
The counch shell (insect in it) conceives through crying only. H
indeed feels great pleasure after speaking to her lover. When
that (power) came to an end, the accomplishment was (started)"
through hand. The beings accomplish the desired object
through touching the hand. This is found even now that after
seeing the lover for a long time and touching the hands there
arises the pleasure. When this (power) also was destroyed,
there became the accomplishment through embracing. The
living beings get the desired object through embracing . This is
also found even now that after embracing the beloved t~ey are
satisfied. When that (power) also was destroyed, the accomplishment through copulation started. The man and a
woman give rise to a baby after coming into collision and
hoarding started 'this is mine', 'this is mine'. At this occasion
only the world (i.e. transmigration) is explained.
(Different views about subtle body)
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There are different views of the authorities in this connection.
In the view of Pancadhikarava, the vaivarta body covered by the organs enters the semen and blood at the time of the intercourse of the
father and mother, and after its entrance it grows in the form of an
embryo. When the limbs are accumulated after attaining the
knowledge (pratyayas), coming out of the womb of the mother it subsists due to the virtuous and vile acts done during the experience of
the six attainments (powers). It remains (in the corporeal body) upto
the destruction of that. If the (internal) organ is purified by virtuous
deeds, the subtle body attains the sky, through the opposite to that it
attains the place of miseries or the birth of an animal (or insect)
through the mixture (of virtuous and vile deeds). One attains thebirth of a human being. In this way, the subtle body which is very
swift and capable of getting the senses is eternal and is embraced and
left by the external body which is perishable. According to Patanjali,
the subtle body transmits the senses to the place of the seed before
the accomplishment of the body and disappears after taking the body
to the upper reign or the place of miseries or the organs in accordance with the impressions of the deeds done in past life. And there
some subtle body arises due to the past. deed for the one endowed
with past impressions which again transmits the senses to the place of
seed and then this also disappears. At the time of destruction of the
body some other is born. In this way there are many subtle (bodies).
According tovindhyavasin, as the senses are all-pervasive birth is
the function of the senses at the place of seed.4 Death is the renouncement of that. Therefore, there is no subtle body at all. Therefore,
transmigration is not specific (or prompted by something specific)
Thus is the origination of a subtle body.

KARIKA 39
1.

Since the vital airs are of the nature of air, they are specific, and
since they are not as gross as the objects like pot, they may be
called subtle. The sixth, seventh and eighth are the organs of
knowledge, organs of action and egoism (including mind and intellect).

2.

Sheath has two conditions : it covers the things and takes away
the independence. Since these cover the subtle body and take
away its independence, they are called sheaths.
These are technically called born of womb (jarayuja), born of
egg (apdaja), born of sweat (svedaja) and born of sprouting
(udbhija).
Since the senses are all-pervasive according [Q him, they are
available everywhere and, hence, there arises no need of subtle
body to carry them to other body.

3.

4.

KARIKA 40
(Characteristics and constituents of subtle body)
~,C£CII1~iflf'H"I4tql"l(49)'lCf(f:

CfiTSlRlqf'df{Fd ?

Opponent: When there are many types of decided opinions amongst
the authorities, what is your assertion about it ?
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Proponent: Whatever Pata'Xjalisaid that the subtle body is destroyed
and the other (body) is produced is not accepted by us through
our statement 'out of them the subtle are eternal' (Ka 39.)
Therefore,
The subtle body [ormed primevally, unimpeded, eternal, -(coni
posed of the elements) beginning from intellect to the subtle elements
migrates invested with dispositions and devoid of experience.

_Through the expression formed primevally is stated the eternity
of the subtle body composed of the elements beginning from intellect
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up to the subtle elements from the time of (intial) creation to the
dissolution. Through the expression 'unimpeded' the author states
its entrance into the concealed and the hard seed. The subtle body is
nowhere impeded. On the contrary, it enters even the seed of a unit.
It enters even after breaking the jujube fruit. Through the word
'eternal' the author asserts its adjustment with every conscious.' The
thesis of the followers of Var~aga{lya is that the intellect being the
cause (of the rest of the elements) is common to all. Through the expression intellect, etc., the author states the eight vital airs. The five
vital airs like pral}a are the same (mentioned) earlier? Through the
expression 'upto the subtle elements' the author expresses the exclusion of some other elements, as it is this much only and not different from it. Through the expression 'migrates' (the author) states
the motion and from this are said entrance into and abandonment of
the seed since it is non-pervasive. Through the expression 'devoid of
experience'
(the author) leaves scope for the other (i.e., the gross
body). If the subtle body itself is admitted to be capable for enjoying,
since there will be no scope for the other body, there will arise the
undesirable
contingency
of non-origination
of the gross body.
Through the expression 'endowed with disposition'. the author suggests that the eight dispositions should be taken here. It is endowed
with virtue, etc., forms of the intellect. The eight vital airs are unobstructed eveywhere as they are due to their own capacity attached
to subtle body which has the only purpose of staying (in the body)
and going (out of it). Since it migrates in the animals in the sky and as
spirit of the dead person, and since (consequently) the purpose is
fulfilled with that only, there is no purpose in postulating some other
body (different subtle body). Hence, there are many (subtle) bodies.

-

KARIKA 40
1.

This adjustment
beings.

brings out the differentiation

10

the living

2.
Through the term adi the author of the Yuktidipika seems to
understand the vital airs also. However, no other commentator includes vital airs in subtle body. The organs of senses, organs of action
and egoism (including mind and intellect) are the further three to
raise the number to eight.
.

KARIKA 41
(All-pervasiveness of the senses criticised)
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The statement that since the senses are all-pervasive, transmigration is the attainment and cessation of the functions in their
form in a body, is also wrong.
Why?
Because the all-pervasiveness is not established. No one
accepts the all-pervasiveness of the senses.
What is the reason here?
Because it would involve tile undesirable contingency of continuation of knowledge all the time and because of tile undesirable
contingency of the simultaneity of know/edge. When the organs and
the conscious entity are all-pervasive, there arises the undesirable
contingency of the knowledge of the object at aU the times because
of the absence of some obstruction (in knowledge). And, since they
are common to all the objects, there would arise the undesirable contingency of simultaneous knowledge of all the specific object.' (or
specific qualities). And, there would also be (undesirable contingency
of) the know/edge of the objects obstructed by other object. Because of
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the contact everywhere, there would airse the undesirable contingency of non-difference betweenthe (knowledge of) the objects situated
near and at a distance (from the knower) as also the (knowledge
arising of) perception, inference and verbal testimony. If it is argued
that the differentiation is due to the particular function (of the senses, we reply) no, because there is no reason here. No reason is stated
to establish that there is a particular kind of function, in case of the
objects of senses which are all-pervasive in nature.f Therefore, the
all-pervasiveness of the organs is not (justified).
Therefore,
JUST AS A PICTURE (DOES NOT EXIST) WITHOUT A SiJB··
STRATUM, A SHADOW WITHOUT A (SOLID OBJECT) PILLAR,
ETC., SIMILARLY, THE SUBTLE BODY DOES NOT SUBSIST
SUPPORTLESS, WITHOUT THE SPECIFIC OBJECTS.
Just as there is no subsistence of a picture without a wall as also
that of a shadow without a pillar or a man, etc., similarly, the subtle
body does not subsist supportless without the specific objects. Therefore, it is justified to say that the transmigration is with the specific
objects.
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Opponent : If the transmigration is with specific objects, the body
would have been available by going at the place of its seed. It is,
however, not so. Therefore, this is wrong.
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Proponent: No, because of tile peculiar characteristic. The peculiar
characteristic of that body is that it is subtle: Therefore,its nonperception (or non availability) is not without a person.
3lffl,~~!(lil<lfI'II«i;hq<(qSl{j'I: I (Wf~
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Opponent: There arises the undesirable contingency of its being allpowerful in case of the earlier (gross body) due to its being related to the subtle body.3 Therefore, it is wrong to say that its
cause is not perceived.
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No, because it is non-conclusive. Just as both-the subtle body
and the small size is observed in vile creatures, but still there is no
lordliness in them, similarly, may be the case with all the beings. If it
is argued that there would be the non-perception of the gross body
also because of its association with non-perceptible just as the
wreath formed with a fabulous serpent belonging to a ghost and the
ghost; it is also wrong because it is non-conclusive. It may be like the
relation of the body with the organs when organs are not perceived
and there is no absence of knowledge of (gross body) or the one possessed by the ghost ere," Moreover, tile notion of possessing tile lordly
powers is when it is connected with tile internal OIgall.The lordly
powers are intended in case of one whose powers of being small in
size, etc., are controlled by the determinationf It is not in the case of
him in whom those are natural. Otherwise, the lordly powers would
be (considered) in the case of small red ant or the female ant on
account of its going in the sky.
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Opponent : No because that involves the undesirable contingency of
impossibility oj tile body. The power for producing some other
body is obstructed in case of those two (dharma and adharma
mentioned later on) which have fulfilled their purpose in
producing the subtle body.6 Therefore, it is wrong that the
transmigration is with the specific elements.
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